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986 Single Institution Experience of Ipilimumab 3 mg/kg with Sargramostim (GM-CSF) in Metastatic Melanoma
Synopsis: The FDA-approved dosage of anti–CTLA-4, with and without GM-CSF, was tested on patients with melanoma. Although the antitumor action was equivalent in all groups, the toxic side effects were reduced when GM-CSF was present.

992 Exome Sequencing to Predict Neoantigens in Melanoma
Antonia L. Pritchard, Julie G. Burel, Michelle A. Neller, Nicholas K. Hayward, J. Alejandro Lopez, Martina Fatho, Volker Lennerz, Thomas Wölfel, and Christopher W. Schmidt
Synopsis: Neoepitopes produced by tumor cells may be key to personalized cancer therapies. Potential MHC-binding peptides were predicted from differential exome sequencing and immunogenic neoepitopes rapidly identified through mixed lymphocyte–tumor cultures, a technique readily applicable to different tumor types.
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999 The Coordinated Actions of TIM-3 on Cancer and Myeloid Cells in the Regulation of Tumorigenicity and Clinical Prognosis in Clear Cell Renal Cell Carcinomas
Yoshihiro Komohara, Tomoko Morita, Dorcas A. Annan, Hastia Horlad, Koji Ohtsuki, Sohuke Yamada, Toshiyuki Nakayama, Shobei Kitada, Shinya Suzuki, Ichiro Kinoshita, Hirotoshi Dosaka-Akita, Koichi Akashi, Motohiro Takeya, and Masahisa Jinushi
Synopsis: TIM-3 interferes with tumor immunosurveillance. Expression of TIM-3 in patients, on both tumor and immune cells, was found to correlate with poorer outcomes. Mouse and in vitro studies showed that TIM-3 increases tumorigenic properties and treatment resistance.

1008 Preexisting Levels of CD4 T Cells Expressing PD-1 Are Related to Overall Survival in Prostate Cancer Patients Treated with Ipilimumab
Serena S. Kwek, Jera Lewis, Li Zhang, Vivian Weinberg, Samantha K. Greeney, Andrea L. Harzstark, Amy M. Lin, Charles J. Ryan, Eric J. Small, and Lawrence Fong
Synopsis: Retrospective analysis of blood from cancer patients receiving the combination of anti–CTLA-4 plus GM-CSF revealed no relation between survival and changes in immune cell subsets with treatment. However, short-term survivors had high preexisting PD-1+ CD4 T-cell counts.

1017 Resistance to Antiangiogenic Therapy Is Associated with an Immunosuppressive Tumor Microenvironment in Metastatic Renal Cell Carcinoma
Xian-De Liu, Anh Hoang, Lijun Zhou, Sarathi Kalra, Alper Yetil, Mianen Sun, Zhiyong Ding, Xuesong Zhang, Shanshan Bai, Peter German, Pheroze Tamboli, Priya Rao, Jose A. Katam, Christopher Wood, Surena Matin, Amado Zurita, Axel Rex, Arjan W. Griffioen, Jianjun Gao, Padmanee Sharma, Nizam Tannir, Kanishka Sircar, and Eric Jonasch
Synopsis: Therapeutic PD-1/PD-L1 blockade requires preexisting tumor-infiltrating T cells. In a subset of metastatic RCC patients, antiangiogenic therapy increased T-cell infiltration and PD-L1 upregulation, increasing the likelihood that they may uniquely benefit from combination checkpoint and antiangiogenic therapy.
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1030 Decitabine Enhances Lymphocyte Migration and Function and Synergizes with CTLA-4 Blockade in a Murine Ovarian Cancer Model
Lei Wang, Zohreh Amoozgar, Jing Huang, Mohammad H. Saleh, Deyin Xing, Sandra Orsulic, and Michael S. Goldberg
Synopsis: A mechanistic basis for the synergy between decitabine and anti–CTLA-4 was found. This provides a rationale for initiating trials of combination therapy in ovarian cancer, in which many patients do not benefit from immune checkpoint blockade alone.

1042 Therapeutic Peptide Vaccine-Induced CD8 T Cells Strongly Modulate Intratumoral Macrophages Required for Tumor Regression
Tetje C. van der Sluis, Marjolein Sluijter, Suzanne van Duikeren, Brian L. West, Cornelis J.M. Melief, Ramon Arens, Sjoerd H. van der Burg, and Thorbald van Hall
Synopsis: Intratumor macrophages were found to be functionally malleable and can support, or be inhospitable to, tumors. Vaccine-induced cytokine-producing CD8 T cells modified intratumoral macrophage subsets, and both T cells and macrophages were indispensable for tumor regressions.

1052 Identification and Characterization of MEDI4736, an Antagonistic Anti–PD-L1 Monoclonal Antibody
Synopsis: A human antibody to PD-L1, engineered to eliminate Fc effector functions, which potently inhibits PD-L1 function, is in phase III clinical trials. Its characterization here provides clinicians and researchers with a basis for understanding and interpreting clinical trial results.

1063 Survival Outcomes of Sipuleucel-T Phase III Studies: Impact of Control-Arm Cross-Over to Salvage Immunotherapy
Daniel J. George, Chadi Nabhan, Todd DeVries, James B. Whitmore, and Leonard G. Cornella
Synopsis: Control-arm patients from three prostate cancer clinical trials of sipuleucel-T (an autologous APC–based therapy) received APC therapy from their cryopreserved cells. Overall survival may have increased, which suggests that APC therapy may be more robust than estimated.

1070 Optimization of T-cell Reactivity by Exploiting TCR Chain Centricity for the Purpose of Safe and Effective Antitumor TCR Gene Therapy
Toshiki Ochi, Munehide Nakatsugawa, Kenji Chamoto, Shinya Tanaka, Yuki Yamashita, Tingxi Guo, Hiroshi Fujiwara, Masaki Yasukawa, Marcus O. Butler, and Naoto Hirano
Synopsis: Adoptive transfer of redirected antitumor T cells can have off-target toxicities. Peptide-MHC specificity can be focused on a single TCR chain, allowing the authors to separate antitumor-reactivity from cross-reactivity, while showing that monitoring for toxicities is still necessary.

1082 Melanoma-Derived Wnt5a Promotes Local Dendritic-Cell Expression of IDO and Immunotolerance: Opportunities for Pharmacologic Enhancement of Immunotherapy
Alisha Holtzhausen, Fei Zhao, Kathy S. Evans, Masahito Tsutsui, Ciriana Orabona, Douglas S. Tyler, and Brent A. Hanks
Synopsis: Melanomas produce Wnt5a, which promotes the ability of local DCs to drive regulatory T-cell expansion and to generate an immunosuppressive tumor microenvironment. Targeting this system could lead to the development of novel immunotherapeutic strategies.

1096 Salmonella-Based Therapy Targeting Indoleamine 2,3-Dioxygenase Coupled with Enzymatic Depletion of Tumor Hyaluronan Induces Complete Regression of Aggressive Pancreatic Tumors
Edwin R. Manuel, Jeremy Chen, Massimo D’Apuzzo, Melanie G. Lamp, Teodora I. Kaltcheva, Curtis B. Thompson, Thomas Ludwig, Vincent Chung, and Don J. Diamond
Synopsis: Current treatments for late-stage pancreatic tumors provide small increases in survival with significant toxicity. The authors’ combinatorial approach allows bacterial-based anti-immunosuppression therapy to penetrate the fibrotic capsule of aggressive tumors. The resulting tumor regression demonstrates potential for clinical application.
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